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A B S T R A C T

This paper focuses on the characterization of an electrochemical flow cell designed for capacitive desalination,
by using the FeIII(CN)6

3−/FeII(CN)6
4− redox couple as an electrochemical probe. A relationship between the

potential scan rate and the electrolyte flow rate has been first established by defining a dimensionless number, θ.
Depending on the θ values, two regime domains – dependent and non-dependent from the flow rate - have been
defined. The dimensionless number θ was found to be of great help for defining the suitable flow rate for several
carbon based electrodes exhibiting different surface area, using FeIII(CN)6

3−/FeII(CN)6
4− redox couple as an

electrochemical probe. The proposed electrochemical analysis is a way to optimize the performance of an
electrochemical flow cell for capacitive desalination applications.

1. Introduction

97% of the global water resources on earth is salted, 2% is locked in
the glaciers and ice caps and only about 1% is present as fresh liquid
water [1]. As a result, millions of people around the world do not have
access to safe drinking water. Several techniques for water desalination
have been developed to solve this problem [2–4]. As one of these
techniques, capacitive desalination, which aims at adsorbing Na + and
Cl− ions onto high surface area porous carbons under polarization, has
proved to be efficient for desalination of seawater [5–7]. In capacitive
desalination process, Na+ ions migrate and are adsorbed (trapped) into
the porosity of the negative electrode as a result of an applied potential
from an external source (power generator), while Cl− do the same at
the positive electrode. The optimization of the desalination perfor-
mance needs fine-tuning of key parameters such as, among others, the
selection of the porous carbon and the cell design [8–12]. The nature of
the electrode used has a substantial impact on the electrochemical re-
action efficiency. Using flat platinum foils as working electrode, elec-
trochemical processes – capacitive storage and redox reactions – take
place at the surface of the electrode. When using porous electrode, the
surface is massively increased – some activated carbons used ex-
hibit> 1000 m2/g – but the mass transport parameters within the
porous network of the electrode affects the electrochemical perfor-
mance [13–15].

This study aims at assessing the desalination cell efficiency, that is

to say, to optimize the charge exchanged. A relationship between the
potential scan rate and the electrolyte flow rate has been first defined
through an adimensional number θ, which allow to identify two dif-
ferent regimes in the cell, i.e., a permanent – flow rate dependent – and
a non-permanent regime – flow rate independent. The different oper-
ating domains of the desalination cell have been analyzed at the light of
the θ value, using FeIII(CN)6

3−/FeII(CN)6
4− redox couple as an elec-

trochemical probe. This study has been made using three different
working electrodes: a flat Pt foil – for sake of comparison – a platinum
foil covered first with carbon black and then with a high surface area
porous carbon. The objective will be to assess the influence of the
surface area on the electrochemical performance of the electrode under
various regimes (electrolyte low and potential scan rates).

2. Experimental

The electrochemical cell used, shown in Fig. 1a, contains two
compartments - an anolyte and a catholyte of 560 μL each - consisting
in a Plexiglas™ body. As depicted in Fig. 1b, each compartment exhibits
a width (W) of 4 mm and a length (L) of 35 mm. A 100 μm-thick pla-
tinum (Pt) current collector (Fig. 1a, (2)) is placed in these cavities;
1 mm-thick silicone seal (Fig. 1a, (3)) with a hole conformal to the
cavity is deposited on the Plexiglas body. As a result, each compartment
has a total depth (h) of 3 mm. The two compartments are separated by
two layers of porous PVDF separator where a silver wire (quasi-
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reference electrode) is sandwiched in between.
A solution of 2.10−3mol·L−1 potassium ferricyanide and

0.2 mol·L−1 potassium sulfate as supporting electrolyte is flown
thought each compartment at a constant flow rate – from which a flow
velocity U (cm/s) can be calculated –, using a peristaltic pump.

Carbon based electrodes were prepared by mixing the activated
carbon YP50F or acetylene black (AB, Alfa Aesar, Germany) with poly
(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) (PVdF-HFP) with a mass
ratio of 85:15, in presence of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP); the slurry
obtained was coated by doctor blade on a platinum foil (Fig. 1c). YP50F
(Kuraray Chemical Co., Japan) is a microporous activated carbon with a
high specific surface area (1800 m2·g−1). The electrodes obtained were
dried at 80 °C during 4 h under vacuum. YP50F electrode was pressed
before use at 2 tons per cm2 to improve the electrical percolation.

Cyclic voltammograms (CV) measurements were carried out by

using a VMP3 potentiostat (Bio-Logic, France).

3. Results and discussion

In a first step, the cell was assembled using flat Pt electrode foils as
both working (WE) and counter electrodes (CE) to study the influence
of the scan rate on electrochemical response during constant electrolyte
flow experiments (Fig. 2). The cyclic voltammetries (CVs) show nearly
no anodic current, as expected from the electrolyte composition, which
contains only Fe(+III) species at the initial stage (FeIII(CN)6

3−), con-
stantly refresh thanks to the flow. Under constant electrolyte flow
conditions, the increase of the potential scan rate comes with the in-
crease of the hysteresis of the CVs – current shift between the back and
forth potential scan – and leads to the appearance of oxidation and
reduction current peaks. The current peaks are observed at 10 mV/s

Fig. 1. (a) The different components of the flow cell: (1) plexiglass, (2) Pt current collector, (3) silicone seal, (4) PVDF separator, (5) silver wire (reference electrode).
(b) Schematic diagram of a cell compartment considered as a rectilinear channel, with the electrode occupying the whole length and the whole width of the channel.
(c) Carbon-coated Pt electrode. (d) whole cell assembly.



and higher scan rate for a constant flow rate of 0.23 mL/s (Fig. 2a).
When the flow rate is increased up to 0.63 mL/s (Fig. 2b), the current
peaks are observed at potential scan rates ≥50 mV/s. Those results are
in line with previous studies which show that, by varying the scan rate
and the flow, the change in the mass transport conditions at the elec-
trode surface was responsible for the change of electrochemical sig-
nature [16,17].

The presence of peak currents shows that both the redox reaction
kinetics and the potential scan rate are fast enough compared to the
flow rate. As a result, there is no fast-enough electrolyte renewal inside
the electrochemical reaction layer – basically defined as the diffusion
layer –during one potential sweep: during cathodic sweep, the pro-
duced Fe+II(CN)6

4− is still nearby the electrode – in the diffusion layer
– leading to the appearance of an anodic peak and an electrochemical
signature close to what is expected for a regular CV. Since the flow rate
is low – respect to the potential scan rate –, the regime established is not
permanent between the convective reactant supplied to the electrode
and the electrochemical reaction, leading to a non-stationary domain
(non-permanent regime). In this condition, the current depends on the
scan rate – the diffusion length is shorter than the hydrodynamic film
thickness – and can lead to a poor charge exchange.

A second regime can be defined, where the hysteresis of the curves
decreases and current peaks disappear. In this region, the electrolyte
flow rate is large enough – respect to the scan rate – to ensure a con-
tinuous supply of the reactant to the electrode surface, resulting in the
removal of the reaction products. The diffusion occurs within the hy-
drodynamic film and is now controlled by the flow rate: steady state
conditions are established at the electrode surface between the supply
of electroactive species by diffusion-convection and the electrochemical
reaction, leading to the existence of a permanent domain. This ex-
perimental condition should be more desirable to reach an optimum
charge conversion and then more efficient desalination.

As a result of the cyclic voltammetry study, two operating regimes
can be defined in the cell - non-permanent and permanent - depending
on the experimental conditions.

The electrochemical reactions and the flow in the cell are the cause
of the existence of two boundary layers [13,18,19]. As previously re-
ported, the presence of a diffusion layer results from the consumption of
the electroactive species at the electrode surface. The hydrodynamic
layer is the consequence of the flow rate, which leads to the velocity
gradient with respect to the distance to the electrode. The frontier
which defines the existence of the non-permanent and permanent re-
gimes depends, in a first approach, of the hydraulic diameter which is
linked to the cell dimensions and its geometry. To be able to perform a
systematic study, it can be helpful to rationalize the experimental
parameters. This is why a dimensionless parameter “θ” has been de-
fined in order to minimize the influence of the cell design, to anticipate

what will be the cell regime in order to get the most efficient charge
exchange and potentially the best desalination operating conditions.
The dimensionless number “θ” has been defined as the ratio between
the scan time tst (s) of the potential and the turnover time of the elec-
trolyte tto (s).
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The scan time of the potential tst is given by the Eq. (2), which is a
ratio between the potential difference ΔE (V) and the scan rate (V/s)
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The turnover time tto can be defined using equation as follow:
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where L (m) is the length of the channel, U (m/s) is the flow velocity.
The velocity is given by:
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where Q is the flow rate (m3·s−1), and dh, the hydraulic diameter (m).
The latter can be expressed as:
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where S and P are respectively the cross-sectional area (m2) of the flow
and the wetted perimeter (m) [20].

From Eqs. (1), (2), (3) and (4) θ as:
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The dimensionless number θ changes with the flow rate and is in-
versely proportional to the potential scan rate.

The dimensionless number θ is used to define the different flowing
regimes in the cell: the boundaries conditions between the permanent
and the non-permanent domain can be set according to the value of θ.
From Fig. 2, it is possible to define the existence of a non-permanent
regime for θ < 45 ± 15. Indeed, for the CVs whose peak current is
observed, the calculation gives θ = 57 and θ = 11 respectively for the
scan rates of 10 and 50 mV/s at 0.23 mL/s (Fig. 2a), and for 0.63 mL/s
(Fig. 2b) the peak current is obtained at 50 mV/s corresponding to
θ = 31, which as mentioned before correspond to the non-permanent
domain. Then, for θ > 45 ± 15 corresponds to the permanent do-
main: θ = 114 (5 mV/s) at 0.23 mL/s (Fig. 2a) and for 0.63 mL/s
(Fig. 2b) θ = 313 (5 mV/s), θ = 156 (10 mV/s).

In summary, from these results, we can define the boundary

Fig. 2. Effect of the potential scan rate during the polarization of an electrolyte using a Pt foil working electrode at different flow rates of (a) 0.23 mL/s and (b)
0.63 mL/s. The electrolyte contains 200 mM K2SO4 as supporting electrolyte and 2 mM K3Fe(CN)6 as redox probe.



between the permanent domain and the non-permanent domains at
about θ = 45 ± 15 at a constant flow. Beyond this value, the current is
directly proportional to the flow rate and there is no hysteresis any-
more. To confirm this behavior, experiments have been achieved at a
constant potential rate for different electrolyte flow rates and the results
are presented in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3 is shown that the increase in the flow rate at constant
potential scan rate (an increase of θ, see Eq. (6)) leads to a decrease in
the hysteresis of the CV together with a disappearance of the current
peaks and an increase in the diffusion limiting current – plateau cur-
rent. Considering a constant scan rate of 10 mV/s (Fig. 3a), the current
peak appears at a flow rate of 0.14 mL/s (that is, θ = 34) but disappears
with larger flow rate (0.31 mL/s and 0.81 mL/s corresponding respec-
tively to θ = 76 and θ = 200). Interestingly, when the sweep rate is
increased to 20 mV/s in Fig. 3b, the current peaks can be also observed
for a flow rate of 0.31 mL/s (θ = 38). These results are consistent with
constant flow experiments results where two different regimes were
observed depending on θ value. Here again, for θ < 45 ± 15, the
existence of a non-permanent regime is responsible for the appearance
of redox peaks due to the diffusion-controlled reaction kinetics. When
θ > 45 ± 15, these current peaks disappear in agreement with the
establishment of a steady-state regime between the reactant supply to
the electrode by convection and the consumption by the electro-
chemical reaction, where the current depends on the flow rate.

In summary, the measurements achieved with a Pt foil working
electrode have shown the existence of two operating domains in our
cell. The existence of these domains can be predicted by the use of the
dimensionless quantity θ (Eq. (6)), which is independent of the cell
design. However, capacitive desalination cell operates under standard
conditions with high surface area porous carbon as electrodes, and not
using a Pt foil electrode. As a result, we have investigated the behavior
of the cell operating first with carbon black (AB), which has a larger
external surface area (64 m2/g) than platinum, and second with YP50F,
which is a porous carbon with high specific surface area (1732 m2/g).
The dimensionless quantity θ was used to characterize the flow regime
in the cell.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the electrochemical signature of Pt
and AB electrodes in static mode, as a starting point. The CVs shapes are
the same for both electrodes, but the current is greater with AB, in
agreement with the higher specific surface of the carbon black film
compared to Pt. Thus, the current peak observed with the AB electrode
(0.26 mA/cm2) is significantly higher than the current peak of the Pt
electrode (0.03 mA/cm2).

Fig. 5 shows the electrochemical characterization of the carbon
black film coated on a platinum electrode in flow mode. As previously
made, we used the dimensionless quantity θ to identify the mass
transfer regime in the cell. Fig. 5a and b show the effect of the scan rate

on the electrochemical signature at a constant flow rate of 0.45 mL/s
(Fig. 5a) and 0.81 mL/s (Fig. 5b). At 0.45 mL/s, the current peaks ap-
pear for scan rate higher than 20 mV/s, corresponding to θ value ≤56.
Similarly, at 0.81 mL/s, the current peaks appear at 50 mV/s and
higher, corresponding to a value of θ ≤ 40. These results confirm that,
as previously observed with the Pt foil working electrode, the di-
mensionless quantity θ is the border between two different regimes: a
non-permanent regime for θ < 45 ± 15 and a permanent regime for
θ > 45 ± 15 for porous carbon electrodes.

Fig. 5c and d show the effect of the change of the flow rate on the
electrochemical signal at constant scan rates of 10 mV/s and 20 mV/s,
respectively. At 10 mV/s, the current peaks are observed only for
θ = 34, corresponding to a flow rate of 0.14 mL/s. When the scan rate
is increased to 20 mV/s, the current peaks appear at flow rates of
0.14 mL/s and 0.31 mL/s corresponding to θ = 17 and θ = 38, re-
spectively. As in the case of the experiments carried out with the pla-
tinum electrode at a constant speed, we also observe the existence of 2
domains in the function of the value of θ, and the change of regime was
observed at the same value of θ = 40 ± 15.

In a last series of experiments, high-surface area activated carbon
YP50F coated onto Pt foil and CVs are presented in Fig. 6. As previously
observed current peaks appear for regime defined by θ 45 ± 15, that is
at high flow rates, even though the high capacitive current tends to take
over. One can notice anyway that the higher the θ, the higher the re-
duction current is between 0.2 V and −0.2 V, which, as previously, is
ascribed to the ferricyanide reduction. It can also be observed that the

Fig. 3. Effect of the flow rate during the polarization of an electrolyte using a Pt foil working electrode at constant potential scan rate of (a) 10 mV/s and (b) 20 mV/s.
The electrolyte contains 200 mM K2SO4 as supporting electrolyte and 2 mM K3Fe(CN)6.

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammetry of a platinum electrode and a platinum electrode
coated with a carbon black film (85% AB-15%PVDF-HFP). The electrolyte
contains 200 mM K2SO4 as supporting electrolyte and 2 mM K3Fe(CN)6.



capacitive current – between 0.2 V and 0.6 V is not influenced by the
flow rate, which is consistent since it is driven by the electrochemical
double layer formation. As observed before, current peaks are observed
at 0.14 mL/s, corresponding to θ = 34. With increasing the flow θ in-
creases and the current peak disappears. A more efficient desalination
will be achieved for experimental parameters allowing for a high ionic
charge exchange.

Fig. 7 shows the logarithmic change of the charge q with θ for the
various electrode configurations: bare Pt, AB covered Pt and AC cov-
ered Pt. A charge increases according to θ is observed. Beyond θ = 45,
the charge tends to a constant value corresponding to the permanent
domain. As mentioned earlier, this study aims to have optimal charge
conversion and better desalinization. Fig. 7 clearly shows that the most
efficient regime for NaCl salt removal from salted water is the

permanent domain corresponding to the highest charge conversion.
Also, as expected, a higher charge exchange is measured while the
specific surface area of the electrode is increased. Nevertheless, the
activated carbon-based electrode exhibits a lower dependency with θ,
as compared to Pt and AB electrodes. Those results are consistent with
that, in such materials, the charge exchanged through the electro-
chemical double layer within the porosity – capacitive current – reaches
a similar value as the reduction current of the ferricyanide.

In summary, this study shows that the definition of the di-
mensionless number θ allows the prediction of the mass transfer regime
in a flow cell, whatever the cell dimension. Thanks to this quantity,
flow parameters can be anticipated to get efficient charge adsorption
which was identified here as the permanent domain (θ > 40 ± 15).

Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammetry of a carbon black electrode film (85% AB-15%PVDF-HFP) in a 2 mM+ 200 mM electrolyte. Effect of the scan rate with a constant flow
rate of 0.45 mL/s (a) and 0.81 mL/s (b). (c) Influence of the flow rate at a constant potential scan rate of 10 mV/s. (d) Influence of the flow rate at a constant potential
scan rate of 10 mV/s. The electrolyte contains 200 mM K2SO4 as supporting electrolyte and 2 mM K3Fe(CN)6.

Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammograms of a YP50-F film coated onto a platinum electrode (85% YP50F-15%PVDF-HFP). (a) Influence of the flow rate at a constant potential
scan rate of 10 mV/s. (b). The electrolyte contains 200 mM K2SO4 as supporting electrolyte and 2 mM K3Fe(CN)6.



4. Conclusion

The purpose of our study was to characterize a desalinization cell
using different type of electrode. Two operating regimes have been
evidenced, depending on the potential scan rate and the electrolyte
flow rate. When the electrochemical reaction is fast enough with re-
spect to the convection of the electroactive species on the surface of the
electrode, a non-permanent regime is achieved, where the reactions are
purely controlled by the diffusion of the species to the electrode surface.
Differently, a permanent domain is established when the electrolyte
flow rate is high enough vs the potential scan rate to ensure a con-
tinuous supply of the reactant to the electrode surface. In this work, a
dimensionless quantity θ has been defined which is expressed as a
function of the flow rate and the scan rate, which is independent of the
cell dimensions. We have used the value of θ to determinate the
boundary between two operating modes of the cell. It has been shown
that a permanent regime was observed for θ > 40 ± 15 and a non-
permanent domain for θ < 40 ± 15. Similar behavior was observed
when replacing the Pt foil working electrode by an AB-coated Pt elec-
trode although the current was much larger with the AB electrode due
to the high surface area. Increasing the electrode surface by using ac-
tivated carbon-coated Pt electrode came with an important increase of
the capacitive current in addition to the faradic current. The use of the
dimensionless θ quantity will help in better understand the best mass
transfer conditions needed to achieve efficient desalination using our
cell in a flow mode where a carbon slurry will circulate in the cell.
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